
Shaw and Partners Summer of Surf 2021/22 Terms and Conditions 
 

 

Risk Warning - I acknowledge my participation in the recreational activities supplied by Summer of Surf is inherently dangerous and 
may involve risk. There are risks specifically associated with participation in these recreational activities and accidents can and often do 
occur, including but not limited to being dumped by the surf, ingestion of water, exposure to the natural marine environment including 
ocean predators and hypothermia which may result in personal injury, death, or property damage. I accept there are additional risks 
associated with participation in Summer of Surf events, including but not limited to signage and scaffolding being moved, additional 
camera or event personnel become obstacles during the event, camera drones falling, moving unexpectedly, or coming into contact 
with event participants including myself which may result in personal injury, death or property damage.  Prior to undertaking any such 
recreational activity, I should ensure I am aware of all the risks involved, including those risks associated with any health condition I may 
have. 
By agreeing to these terms and conditions, I acknowledge, agree, and understand that participation in the recreational services 
provided by the Summer of Surf may involve risk. I agree and undertake any such risk voluntarily and at my own risk. I acknowledge that 
the assumption of risk and warning above constitutes a 'risk warning' in accordance with relevant legislation. 
 
Insurance - I acknowledge and agree that Summer of Surf has arranged some limited insurance coverage for me whilst I am 
participating in the event which may provide me with some protection for loss, damage, or injury that I may suffer during my 
participation in the event. However, I acknowledge and agree that the insurance taken out by Summer of Surf may not provide full 
indemnity for loss, damage, or injury that I may suffer during my participation in the event and that I may have to pay the excess if a 
claim under the insurance is made on my behalf. I agree that my own insurance arrangements are ultimately my own responsibility, and 
I will arrange any additional coverage at my expense after considering Summer of Surf's insurance arrangements and my own 
circumstances. Summer of Surf therefore strongly recommends and advocates for you, or participating parties to take out or hold their 
own private health insurance policy. As Summer of Surf is a prized money event, please note all participants of the event will not be 
covered under our work cover policy. All participants will therefore be covered under public liability, professional indemnity, and 
personal accident insurance, this includes those not a member of an affiliated SLS club i.e., public participants, (a copy of our insurance 
policy is available on our website). Additionally, I hereby agree and accept that if I am a public entrant, I may be limited and restricted 
to participation in events based upon surf conditions following on from a risk assessment conducted by the Risk Safety committee. 
 
Event Filming Sponsorship and Intellectual Property -By entering this event I acknowledge agree to comply with all requests of event 
organisers to wear relevant sponsored event apparel on podiums and at presentations and/or place camera equipment on race craft 
when requested for interviews and/or event races. I also acknowledge and agree to comply with any instructions giving by Summer of 
Surf regarding sticker placement on craft. I accept that filming and photography taken during the event may be used in live streaming, 
live broadcast, postproduction videos, promotion online, promotion on social media platforms, promotion in news media and 
promotion in printed formats for current and future Summer of Surf series. I understand that by refusing to comply with any of these 
instructions I may be ineligible for any secured prize money at the event or the series.  
 
Prize Money - I acknowledge and agree that I will need to be present to collect any form of prize money and or prizes secured during 
the event and or series, this includes and is not limited to on beach and after event presentations. 
 
COVID-19 Compliance - I acknowledge and agree to comply with any changes to Summer of Surf events required to run a COVID-19 
compliant and safe event. I understand that failure to comply with reasonable requests may result in immediate removal from event 
area if event organiser deem appropriate for the safety of other participants. 
 
Refunds - If an event is cancelled or you cannot attend due to covid restrictions and or extenuating circumstances, you will receive a 
90% refund. If the event is cancelled for other reasons such as adverse weather or surf conditions you will receive 75% of your entry 
fees. If the carnival has commenced and then cancelled all refunds will be null in void.   
 
Surf Life Saving Australia Membership 
I hereby confirm that I am a current, proficient financial member of an affiliated Surf Life Saving Club in Australia, unless competing in 
Swim, Run Swim Run or 2 KM Ocean Swim divisions as these events are open to the public. 
 
Authority - I agree that in the event that I have registered a participant that is not myself, I am authorised to enter this event on their 
behalf. I hereby take responsibility of ensuring participants understand and agree to all Terms and Conditions of participation in 
Summer of Surf Events detailed in this document. 


